, several solutions with comparable extent of similarity can be observed. They can differ in small shifts in secondary structure Manfred J.Sippl 1,3 and Francisco S.Domingues 1 elements, e.g. a shift of two residues in β-strands, but also Sippl, 1996) . In ProSup the r.m.s.d. is kept below a comparison which is based on rigid body superimposition.
Introduction chain orientation and (6) investigate the nature of multiple Protein structure comparison is an important tool in structural solutions on several examples. biology, e.g. for finding evolutionary relationships (Murzin et al., 1995; Orengo et al., 1997) , structural and functional Materials and methods analysis (Weber and Salemme, 1980; Murzin, 1993 Murzin, , 1998  Below we describe the algorithm and the effect of different Holm and Sander, 1996; Orengo et al., 1999;  Koppensteiner parameters on alignment quality, alternative alignments and et al., 2000) or in the evaluation of structure prediction methods computing time requirements. (Defay and Cohen, 1995; Lemer et al., 1995; Marchler- The algorithm Bauer and Bryant, 1995; Lackner et al., 1999; Domingues et al., 2000) .
The algorithm basically has four steps ( Figure 1 ):
(1) Identify similar fragments (seed fragments) in both There are many possible ways to define structure similarity among proteins, e.g. by root mean square deviation (r.m.s.d.) proteins. (2) Iteratively expand these seed fragments to initial of rigid body superimposition (Zuker and Somorjai, 1989; May and Johnson, 1994; Diederichs, 1995) or differences in alignments. (3) Iteratively apply a dynamic programming algorithm to interatomic distances (Taylor and Orengo, 1989; Holm and Sander, 1993) . We focus on rigid body superimposition, where refine initial alignments. (4) Evaluate the refined alignments. the goal is to find the highest number of equivalent residues with the lowest r.m.s.d. Unfortunately, both parameters are Every similar fragment pair from (1) is expanded to an initial alignment. From step (2) a subset of initial alignments interdependent. A solution is to keep the r.m.s.d. constant while optimizing the number of equivalent residues (Feng and is selected rather than a single one. This subset is the origin of the alternative alignments. The preliminary initial alignments Sippl, 1996) . As a consequence, the main measure of similarity is the number of structurally equivalent residues, which is a are optimized in step (3). Subsequently the optimized alignments are evaluated by a filter, which removes short fragments rather intuitive measure and considerably simplifies ranking.
It has been demonstrated that multiple solutions are inherent and checks for side chain orientations. Finally, they are classified by a clustering procedure. in structure comparison (Boutonnet et al., 1995; Feng and Sippl, 1996; Godzik, 1996) . For a particular protein pair Let A and B be the first and second protein chain, respectively.
Let l S be the length of the fragments to be compared and l A and l B the sizes of proteins A and B. Then in step (1) all (l Al S ϩ 1)ϫ(l B -l S ϩ 1) fragments are superimposed (Sippl and Stegbuchner, 1981) and the subset with r.m.s.d. c S (r.m.s.d. cutoff for seed fragments) is forwarded to step (2). In step (2) a seed is being expanded by (2a) superimposing the whole A and B according to the seed fragment pair A i..i ϩ lS-1 and B j..j ϩ lS-1 where i and j define the position of the seed in A and B. Subsequently (2b) starting from the N-and Cterminal ends of the seed fragment those residue pairs A n , B m are located which have a distance in space smaller than the distance cutoff for alignment construction d C . This defines a new set of equivalent residues. In (2c) A and B are superimposed according to the new set of equivalent residues and step (2b) is repeated until the initial alignment does not change any more.
Step (2) is repeated for each seed fragment pair. Naturally many A i..iϩlS-1 , B j..jϩlS-1 pairs expand to the same initial alignment. Identical alignments are disregarded. Because of computing time considerations, not every initial alignment will be refined. Only the n S alignments with the highest number of equivalent residues and the lowest r.m.s.d. will be forwarded to step (3).
In step (3) a seed alignment is refined by a dynamic programming algorithm (Needleman and Wunsch, 1970) . From step (2) we keep the last superimposition. Then in (3a) we compute a score matrix S for every residues pair A i , B j by measuring the distance d Ai,Bj :
Then the optimal path through this matrix is search by a Needleman and Wunsch algorithm (Needleman and Wunsch, 1970) . This results in a set of aligned residues. Note that aligned now does not necessarily mean structurally equivalent. In (3b), those residues where d AiЈ,BjЈ ഛ d C and iЈ, jЈ is an aligned pair, define a new set of equivalent residues. The procedure is repeated at (3a) until the alignment does not change any more. Also in this step different initial alignments may converge to the same final alignment. Identical alignments are disregarded. Besides d C , the distance cutoff for alignment construction, there are also other parameters which can be applied in the refinement: gap penalty g, gap extension penalty and maximum gap length. In the study presented, only gap penalty is applied.
In (4) several filters are applied to remove non-significant similarities. A second distance cutoff is now introduced which defines the final equivalent residues (d E ). As an option, a cutoff (d B ) for the maximum distance between C β atoms can be applied. These will remove equivalent residues where the side chains have different orientations. Finally, a filter for a minimum fragment length of consecutively aligned pairs (l F ) is applied.
Parameter optimization
In order to determine the parameter set that produces the most reasonable alignments in the shortest computational time, an optimization procedure was performed. In general, a high number of equivalent residues is associated with significant matches and maximizing this number was used as the main 
whereas increasing the minimum fragment length l F always
decreases that number. Therefore, visualization of individual from the other and the corresponding C α atoms are close
together in a limited area. Larger values of l F avoid this problem. Again a balance must be found between filtering insignificant equivalences and not losing short but important positions. Seven parameters were optimized ( Table I, except stretches of equivalences. n E and c C ) using a set of 100 protein pairs (Table II) .
An additional criterion is the minimum number of equivalent Besides the number of equivalent residues, additional optimresidues n E (after applying l F and d E ). Alignments with a ization criteria were r.m.s.d., the number of distinct solutions smaller number of equivalences than n E are disregarded. and computation time requirements. The average number of ProSup provides an additional feature which does not equivalent residues and average r.m.s.d. are calculated from influence the structure comparison results, but is convenient the top ranking alternative alignment of each structure pair for the analysis of the output. In some cases alternative rather than using all alternatives. The multiple solutions are alignments might share many equivalent residues, in other sorted by the number of equivalent residues as the primary cases they are rather different. We use a cluster algorithm to key and r.m.s.d. as the secondary key.
classify the alternative alignments. Two alternative alignments are put into different clusters if they have less than c C ϫ100% Seed fragment parameters: l S and c S equivalent residues aligned equally, relative to the smaller The selection of initial seed fragments is controlled by the alignment. Smaller values for the cluster cutoff c C result in length l S and r.m.s.d. cutoff c S . Large r.m.s.d. cutoff values c S more clusters. and small fragment lengths l S result in a large number of seed fragments and initial alignments, which is computationally Suggestion for parameter settings demanding but is more sensitive to weak similarities. OptimizaParameter setting depends on the application of structure tion results are shown in Figure 2 .
comparison. The optimized parameters presented in this study Initial alignment parameters: n S and d C (Table I ) are a good starting point. For finding remote similarity the distance cutoffs d E and d C can be larger, e.g. 5-6 Å. For If the maximum number of initial alignments n S is set to one, only the best initial alignment is being forwarded to refinement.
calculating precise alignments lower distance cutoff values should be preferred (3-4 Å). Scattered alignments should be Alternative alignments would be neglected. Increasing n S increases the number of alternative alignments but also the avoided by setting l E to 4-5. In case of database searches, where speed is an issue, the number of initial alignments computation time. Low values of n S should be used for database searches, where the goal is just to identify the related structures.
forwarded to the refinement step should be kept low (n S of (100 or more) should be used to search exhaustively for Fischer et al. (1996) example, consider the comparison of the granulocyte-colony 
Ranking in database searches
The number of equivalent residues nevertheless can be an appropriate measure if r.m.s.d. is kept constant and provides cutoff (5 Å). DALI calculates the r.m.s.d. after the structure a simple and intuitive measure to rank structural similarity. alignment is calculated and it can vary considerably, in this This principle is applied in ProSup and used whenever a example from 3.0 to 7.0 Å. An extreme case is the glycogen comparison of a single protein structure with a database of phosphorylase B 1pjr, ranking position 2 in DALI with 73 structures is performed. Other methods use different equivalent residues at 7.0 Å. See Figure 4 for a comparison approaches. For example, in DALI ranking is done by a to the ProSup results. ProSup reports 47 equivalent residues Z-score derived from a measure based on intramolecular with an r.m.s.d. of 2.47 Å. This pushes 1pjr down to rank 26 distances.
in ProSup. DALI is a frequently used method and enjoys broad acceptProSup ranking versus SCOP classification ance in the scientific community. We compare the results of database searches performed with ProSup and DALI. Table IV A further test of ProSup ranking was performed by comparison with the expert knowledge classification of SCOP (Murzin shows the results for a database scan with the transcription factor ETS-1 (1bqv), a CASP3 target (Murzin, 1999) . . ProSup ranking should match SCOP classification.
We used a set of 53 single domain proteins from Domingues table shows the 10 top ranking structures reported by ProSup. In DALI, structures with a Z-score Ͼ2 are considered to be et al. (2000) and compared them against a database of about 800 protein chains with low sequence similarity. For all of the similar and therefore are shown in the table.
Both methods report ribonucleotide reductase 1rlr as a top 53 target proteins there is at least one structure in the database with the same SCOP fold category. In addition, each of the ranking match, position 1 in DALI and 2 in ProSup. DALI converts its measure of similarity into a Z-score in order to target proteins has several similar folds in the database according to ProSup. We removed trivial cases of high sequence express significance of a match. On the other hand, ProSup directly ranks by its measure of similarity which does not similarity between target and database structures. Only chains where FASTA3 (Pearson and Lipman, 1988) does not detect reflect significance, but is easy to interpret: 58 residues is more than 50% of the size of 1bqv. ProSup applies a distance significant similarity were considered. In 48 of the 53 cases the target protein and the best ranking cutoff for equivalent residues; therefore, one knows in advance that none of these residue pairs can have a distance above the database structure are members of the same SCOP fold category Fig. 4 . Comparison of the superimposition of 1bqv and 1pjr in DALI and 1cpc A 1hlb ϫ ϫ 1 ProSup. The distance between equivalent residues after superimposition is 1ctj 2mta C ϫ ϫ ϫ 1 plotted against the sequence position: *, Distance in DALI; u, distance in 1dat 1bcf A ϫ ϫ ϫ 1 ProSup. The horizontal dashed line corresponds to the distance cutoff for 1den 1toc R ϫ ϫ 1 equivalent residues in ProSup.
1dvr Fig. 5 . The p-values calculated according to Levitt and Gerstein plotted 1taf A 1bfm A ϫ ϫ 1 against the number of equivalent residues reported by ProSup for the 1tii D 1lt3 D ϫ ϫ ϫ 1 database search of 1bqv as in Table IV . The correlation coefficient is -0.76. 1ulo 2ayh 2 1vlt A 1occ C 2 1wba 1tie ϫ ϫ ϫ 1 (Table V) . In 42 cases (80%) ProSup identifies a chain which stranded β-sandwich 2ayh. For 1aps a structure with considerable similarity is identified by ProSup, which is classified in a different fold category by SCOP. Finally, the all-β protein
, where M ϭ 20, d ij is the 2lef-A matches helices in the α ϩ β folds 1ldg and 1hyh-A.
distance between aligned C α atoms, d 0 ϭ 5 and N gap is the These are exceptional cases. As a rule, ProSup ranking agrees number of gaps for the ProSup based alignments. Note that well with SCOP expert classification.
the d ij are the distances in the complete alignment, not from Significance of structure comparison the equivalent regions only. Subsequently we convert the scores into p-values by applying the formalism given in We investigate how a measure of significance of structural similarity can be applied to ProSup results. Such a measure Levitt and Gerstein (1998) . We compare how the p-values correlate with the number of equivalent residues. We assume has been proposed by Levitt and Gerstein (1998) . Here we calculate the structure similarity score, defined as S str ϭ that the underlying distribution of S str is similar in both EQ-, number of equivalent residues without C β filter; EQϩ, number of equivalent residues with C β filter distance of 5.0 Å.
For some protein pairs, C β filtering reduces the number of equivalent residues considerably (Table VI) .
Multiple solutions in structure comparison
Structure comparison often yields multiple solutions which correspond to distinct alignments. The main sources of alternative alignments are structural repeats at different levels, secondary structure, supersecondary structure, internal repeats and domains. For example, the comparison of four-helix bundles with shorter and larger helices obviously can be aligned in different ways (Feng and Sippl, 1996) , because of the repetitive nature ProSup. The C β atoms for the residue pair 1bd9-A/88 and 1rlw/60 are of α-helices. However, there are also more intricate cases at shown. They point in opposite directions. By applying the C β filter such cases are removed from the alignment. This figure was prepared with the level of secondary structure, such as in the comparison of MOLSCRIPT (Kraulis, 1991) and Raster3D (Merritt and Murphy, 1994) . the α ϩ β proteins 1cew-I and 1oun-A. Superimposition yields two alternative alignments which have comparable numbers of equivalent residues and r.m.s.d., 70/2.4 and 68/2.4 Å, but methods. Figure 5 shows the number of equivalent residues the aligned residues are different in the two alternatives ( Figure  versus the logarithm of p-values. The horizontal line separates 7). The differences between these two solutions come from the 10 lowest p-values and the vertical line separates the shifts of four residues in a helix and shifts of two residues in ten top ranking cases with ProSup. Five proteins are common the strands. in both cases; the agreement is considerable. This was
In the case of the lipocalin folds 1adl and 1mup, not only confirmed when we repeated this experiment in the 53 shifts within β-strands can be observed but also the alignment database scans described in the section above. The correlation of different strands, corresponding to shifts of strand-loopcoefficient ranges from -0.66 to -0.95, average -0.85. strand supersecondary structure units. Two alignments can be Side chain orientation observed, one with 78 equivalent residues at 2.7 Å and the other with 76 equivalent residues at 2.7 Å but showing as few Frequently structure comparison is based on C α traces. This is sufficient if the goal is the identification of similar architecas 18 aligned pairs in common. In a previous section we showed that the best ProSup alignment for 1beg-B and tures or topologies. In other applications, such as the detection of evolutionary relationships or evaluation of predictions, a 2gmf-A was completely different to those obtained with other methods (Table III) . In fact, there is an alternative alignment more detailed description of similarity is required. Not only C α superimposition but also the orientation of the side chains with 77 equivalent residues which agrees with DALI and VAST (66 and 67 identically aligned positions, respectively). is important.
For example, in the superimposition of β-strands, C α atoms An example of alternative alignments caused by internal repeats is the second domain of 1tdj. It consists of two close in space can have C β atoms in an opposite orientation ( Figure 6 ). A simple but efficient way to take side chain subdomains. Both of them can be superimposed with the ferredoxin-like domain of 1psd-A. orientation into account was implemented in ProSup. It consists of a filter applied after C α superimposition. For each pair of There are many examples on the domain level. For example, the superimposition of a protein consisting of a single immunoequivalent C α atoms we measure also the distance between the corresponding C β . If the distance is larger than a distinct globulin-like domain with one consisting of two such domains has obviously (at least) two solutions. cutoff this pair is not considered as structurally equivalent. Fig. 7 . Two alternative alignments of 1cew-I and 1oun-A. Vertical bars mark equivalent residues. In the boxed areas shifts of two or four residues occur. The dashed box encloses helical regions ad the solid boxes strand regions.
comparison, where the alignment plays a role, one must be Thornton,J.M. (1997 ) Structure, 5, 1093 -1108 aware that alternative solutions may exist. barrel (1ece-A, 358 residues) 2.5 h. On average it is 4.5 s per pairwise comparison for an average target structure size Received March 9, 2000; revised September 14, 2000; accepted September 28, 2000 of 157 residues and an average database structure size of 258 residues.
ProSup is available as an online service at http://www.came.sbg.ac.at. Conclusion Optimizing the number of equivalent residues while keeping the r.m.s.d. constant provides a simple and intuitive measure of structure similarity. We have demonstrated that this measure can be used for ranking in database searches, whose results are in good agreement with expert knowledge classification. We further showed that structure comparison frequently has multiple solutions, which should not be neglected for some applications. ProSup provides a number of alternative alignments rather than a single solution. The C α trace is an adequate approximation of the backbone conformation. By default ProSup uses C α atoms only in the structure superimposition calculation. In this way the computing time is kept to a minimum. Nevertheless, in some applications side chain orientation plays an important role. ProSup provides a filter which guarantees proper side chain orientation.
